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Présentation du projet doctoral, contexte et object if 

Wing-tip vortices are of particular interest in aeronautical applications due to their significant contribution to the 
overall drag of an aircraft [1] and to their persistence in flight corridors and runways which poses a potential 
hazard and a flight safety concern. The wake vortices are also suspected to play a crucial role in the dilution 
and transport of contrails released by aircrafts. As these contrails form by condensation of jet exhausts [2] 
they undergo wrapping, shearing and instabilities by the couple of trailing vortices [3] which leads to increased 
diffusion and differential distribution and position of the ice panache in the atmosphere.  

Of interest here is the role that atmospheric stratification  plays in the dynamics of these trailing vortices. 
Density stratification induces gravity effects in the course of the wake descent throughout the atmosphere that 
is known to alter the descent profile and change the thresholds and wavelength of the common instabilities of 
the unstratified case [3,8], namely the short and long, otherwise known as Widnall and Crow, instabilities [1,5]. 
Recent theoretical work [11] confirms that stronger stratification favor shorter wavelengths destabilization of 
the vortex wake.  

  

 
 

(a) (b) 
Figure 1 – (a) Downstream space/time vs height plot of cross-stream integrated fields for a simulated B747 contrail with 
stratification [3]. (b) Wing model in ONERA Lille towing tank 
 
The problem at stake is that of longitudinal vortices in a vertically stratified fluid. Such a problem is determined 
by the Froude number which scales as the vortex circulation divided by the vortex separation and Brunt-
Vaisala frequency (BVF), the stratification parameter. Infinite Froude number indicate an homogeneous 
situation while low Froude numbers correspond to strong gravity effects on the vortex dynamics. Realistic 
case of stratification encountered by aircrafts can lead to medium to strong stratification effects.  

Literature shows various investigations of this stratification effect, yet several important questions persist.  

The first one is that of the importance of the stratification in the near field of the wake  generated by the 
lifting body. Most studies overlook this problem and hypothesize a wake configuration that neglects 
stratification in the early stage of the wake. In fact the threshold must be precisely determined as it could 
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possibility affect the state of the wake and its dynamical properties.  

The second question is that of the confirmation that the theoretical result obtained by Ortiz et al. [11], 
concerning the stability properties of the wake in presence of str atification , are well observed in higher 
Reynolds number flows . The experimental work of Delisi [8] suggests that it is the case but it provides no 
indication of the flow structure that stands behind the shorter wavelength dynamics. In particular the role of 
the secondary wake formed by baroclinic torque above the vortices in mild to strong stratification deserves 
fundamental interest to understand its formation and interaction with the primary vortices. 

 

To answer these questions, we propose to run an experimental analysis of the dynamics of wake vortices in a 
towing tank experiment. Such an experiment allows to investigate the wake from its formation down to large 
distances, therefore it is highly suited to investigate : 

- The importance of stratification in the formation of the vortex wake  

- The threshold and leading wavelengths of the vortex instabilities upon stratification effects 

- The nature of the secondary wake that forms above the main vortices and its role in the  destabilization 
processes 

 

The experimental analysis will be conducted in the parametric range of the Froude number and by varying 
one by one the wake parameters (circulation, vortex distance) relatively to this stratification parameter. 2 
experimental apparatus will be used, first a small scale lab experiment for stratified flows and then the 
methodology will be transposed to the towing tank experiment which has been developed in recent years at 
ONERA Lille center to investigate vortex wakes [9], see figure 1. 

A close scrutiny of the flow will be made using stereoscopic PIV measurements in sections of the flow. The 
PIV flow fields will be used to characterize the extent of the flow depending on the Froude number and the 
dominant modes by applying modal decomposition techniques (POD).  

 

The PhD program will initially start with the development of a small scale lab experiment for stratified flows 
with longitudinal vortices with in a way similar to the one used by Roy et al. [5] before implementing 
stratification in ONERA Lille towing tank. Preliminary work will also consider numerical simulation of the wake 
flow behind a rectangular wing to investigate the initial wake dynamics in a stratified flow. These simulations 
will help prepare and guide the experimental work.  

 

Collaborations envisages: LMFL 
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